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WE EMBRACE OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO HELP SOLVE THE CLIMATE CHANGE
SAID OBAMA
PRESIDENT GLACIER CONFERENCE ANCHORAGE

Paris, Washington DC, Anchorage, 03.09.2015, 00:54 Time

USPA NEWS - “It is wonderful to be here in the great state of Alaska. I´ve come here today as the leader of the largest economy,
second largest emitter to say that United States recognise that this our role in creating this.Said President Obama at the GLACIER
Conference in Anchorage, Alaska on Monday evening.

PRESIDENT OBMA TRAVELLED TO ALASKA AND ADDRESSED A TALK ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE AND SAID “IT IS A
SOLVABLE PROBLEM“�-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
President Obama is traveling in Alaska to shine a spotlight on what Alaskans in particular have come to know: Climate change is one
of the biggest threats we face, it is being driven by human activity, and it is disrupting Americans´ lives right now. “It is wonderful to be
here in the great state of Alaska. I´ve come here today as the leader of the largest economy, second largest emitter to say that United
States recognise that this our role in creating this. And we embrace our responsibility to help solve it. And I believe we can solve it.
That´s the good news, even if we cannot reverse the damage that we already caused, we have the means the scientific of imagination,
and technological innovation to avoid a reprovable harm.
We know that human activity changed the climate. That is beyond dispute.------------------------------------------------------------
Everything else is politics. If people are denying the facts of climate change and we can have a legitimate debate to find how we´re
going to address this problem, we can not deny science. More draught, more floods, raising sea levels, greater migration, more
refugees, more scarcely, more conflicts, that´s one path we can take ! The other path is to embrace the human engineering to do
something about it. This is within our power, this is a solvable problem if we start NOW. Said President Obama speaking at the
GLACIER Conference in Anchorage, Alaska on Monday evening, where he emphasised the importance of recognising climate change
and taking steps to combat it globally.

President Obama stressed on those who deny climate change cannot deny the scientific facts. He urged to act and be in motion to
“solve the problem“� if we “start now“�. The deniers targeted are certainly meaning the economical actors and industrial leaders
together with Congress political accomplices and lobyyistes that are far from reality overtaken by natural disasters more frequent and
severe.
PRESIDENT OBAMA SAID WE ARE NOT MOVING FAST ENOUGH ON CLIMATE CHANGE------------------------------
“Climate change is no longer some far-off problem; it is happening here, it is happening now,“� the President Obama said in
Anchorage, Alaska, addressing an international conference on the Arctic.--------------------------------------------------------------
Four times in a 24-minute speech he warned “we´re not moving fast enough,“� noting that “none of the nations represented here are
moving fast enough.“� -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
He hopes to change that fact on a three-day swing through the state, using the “God-given majesty of this place“�“”and the dramatic
fire, erosion, and melting it faces as the planet warms“”to drive support for a radical reduction of heat-trapping
emissions. -----------------------------------------President Barack Obama asked for rallying world leaders to reach an agreement this year
or  “condemn our children to a world they will no longer have the capacity to repair“�.-------------------------------------
“If we do nothing to keep glaciers from melting, and forests from burning we will condemn our children to a planet beyond their
repair,“� the president said, quoting images of “entire industries of people who can´t practice livelihoods, desperate refugees, political
disruptions that could trigger conflicts around the world.“�------------------------------------“Any leader willing to take a gamble on a future
like that,“� he continued, “any so-called leader who doesn´t take this issue seriously or treats it like a joke is not fit to lead. On this
issue, of all issues, there´s such a thing as being too late.“�continues President Obama.

The tone of Obama's speech was at once sad, severe and catastrophic facing the denial of some face the urgency of climate change.
His speech comes timely since Paris is preparing and get ready to three months of COP21, under, the UN aegis. As such Ban Khi
Moon has also addressed to French diplomats, during the week of French ambassadors, in Paris, answering the invitation of Laurent
Fabius, French Minister of Foreign Affairs. Mr Fabius
Ban Khi Moon says in a press conference "there is no longer time to wait, but to act instead."



KERRY AND OBAMA THINK THAT CLIMATE CHANGE IS THE CHALLENGE OF THEIR GENERATION
TO ACCELERATE EMISSIONS REDUCTION
- See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-3876/kerry-and-obama-think-that-climate-change-is-the-challenge-of-their-
generation.html#sthash.SmdQfvTE.dpuf----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------See also article :
CHINA AND THE US SIGN A UNIQUE ENERGETIC AGREEMENT
THEY MADE IT FINALLY - See more at: http://www.newsrama.uspa24.com/bericht-2943/china-and-the-us-sign-a-unique-energetic-
agreement.html#sthash.tn2eqBv8.dpuf--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
See also article : REFUSING TO SAY THE WORDS CLIMATE CHANGE DOES NOT MEAN THAT IT IS NOT HAPPENING SAID
OBAMA AT EVERGLADES PARK
- See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-3903/refusing-to-say-the-words-climate-change-does-not-mean-that-it-is-not-
happening.html#sthash.4BXyx2n9.dpuf-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
See also article :PRESIDENT OBAMA UNVEILS UNPRECEDENTED MAJOR MEASURES ABOUT THE ACT ON CLIMATE CLEAN
POWER PLAN - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-4723/president-obama-unveils-unprecedented-major-measures-about-
the-act-on-climate.html#sthash.8OzA47tK.dpuf-----------------------------------------------
See also article : LAURENT FABIUS INVITES UN SECRETARY BAN KI MOON TO TALK TO THE FRENCH DIPLOMACY FABIUS
WILL BE PRESIDENT OF COP21 - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-5120/laurent-fabius-invites-un-secretary-ban-ki-
moon-to-talk-to-the-french-diplomacy.html#sthash.vbniBZ87.dpuf---------------------------
Mr Fabius has also warned about the urgency to act and that he looks forward that the 196 countries present at the COP21, sign a
historic agreement to reduce inter alia the reduction of greenhouse gas that causes the celsius 2 degrees above normal. The goal is to
lower below 2 degrees that if they continue to rise would be catastrophic because removals of greenhouse gas will move into the pure
atmosphere of centenarians or even millennia, according to Laurent Fabius. The French Minister of Foreign Affairs, is based on him
even alarming scientific results. Ban Khi Moon and Laurent Fabius are granted on the fact that "We only have one planet to live and
not another elsewhere." Laurent Fabius added there is non B Plan, and no B Planet“�. It is therefore a matter of survival, fro now on .
President Obama just posted this Instagram photo from meeting a family in Alaska's Kenai Fjords National Park. Source : MSNBC,
Press conference Anchorage, White House, Press Conference Paris French Ministry Foreign Affairs
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